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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic has generated unprecedented, devastating impacts across the United States. However, some
communities have disproportionately endured adverse health outcomes and socioeconomic injuries. Ascertaining
the factors driving these inequities is crucial to determining how policy could mitigate the impacts of future public
health crises. We have established research-driven metrics, aggregated as the Community Vulnerability Index
(CVI), that quantify vulnerability to public health and economic impacts of COVID-19. We performed two analyses
to better understand similarities between communities in terms of the vulnerabilities represented by the metrics.
We performed an unsupervised k-means clustering analysis to understand whether communities can be grouped
together based on their levels of negative social and health indicators. Our goal for this analysis is to determine
whether attributes of the constructed clusters reveal areas of opportunity for potential policy impacts and future
disaster response efforts. We also analyzed similarities between communities across time using time-sensitive
clustering analysis to discover whether historical community vulnerabilities were persistent in the years preceding
the pandemic and to better understand the historical factors associated with disparate COVID-19 impacts. In
particular, we highlight where communities should invest based on their historical health and socioeconomic
patterns and related COVID impacts. Through extensive interpretation of our findings, we uncover how health
policy can advance equity and improve community resilience.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has had disastrous health and economic consequences across the globe. In the United
States alone, there have been over 800,000 deaths (Times 2021) and 60% of businesses surveyed by Forbes were
closed for some part of 2020 (Arora 2020). Furthermore, these effects are not equitably distributed, and some
communities have disproportionately born the brunt of these devastating impacts. Across the United States, the
proportion of hospitalized patients with COVID-19 was highest for Hispanic or Latino patients (SD et al. 2021),
and job losses have been highest amongst immigrants and low-wage industries (Budget and Priorities 2021). These,
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among many other disparities, demonstrates the necessity for accurate measurement techniques to understand
current inequities, as well as targeted long-term policy reforms to prevent future ones (Perry et al. 2021).

Historically, researchers have often employed the US Center for Disease Control’s (CDC) Social Vulnerability Index
(SVI) database (Flanagan et al. 2018) to advocate for social equity policies (Karmakar et al. 2021). During the
COVID-19 pandemic, by building upon the CDC SVI available at the census tract level, scholars have assembled
indices reflecting various themes of COVID-19 vulnerability and have applied dimensionality reduction in order
to drive precision responses (Smittenaar et al. 2021). Rather than expanding upon general vulnerability metrics
(Tiwari et al. 2021; Marvel et al. 2021) or focusing on a specific aspect of vulnerability like job loss (Chmura 2021)
or hospital capacity (Tsai et al. 2022), our work is unique in that we developed a complementary suite of metrics
that quantify different axes of vulnerability to disparate impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Taken together, our
metrics provide a nuanced description of the particular needs of an individual community. Each of our metrics is a
weighted combination of relevant indicators and is constructed from data aggregated at the US county level; the
development of each metric is further described in the next section.

Other research has concentrated on spatial distribution of COVID-19 outcomes to demonstrate the impact on
racial inequity (Kim and Bostwick 2020), challenges faced by rural communities (Melvin et al. 2020), and the
relationship between mobility and vulnerability (Carroll and Prentice 2021). In this work, we not only examine
the spatial relationships of our metrics but also account for the temporal spread and community similarities. One
study compared temporal trends of COVID-19 incidence and death rates between areas with high and low values of
CDC’s SVI (Neelon et al. 2021); the scope of their study is much more limited than ours as we uncover historical
trends over years of comprehensive pre-pandemic data encompassing a myriad of factors. Through an intricate
analysis of diverse indices of vulnerability, we can provide a thorough understanding of which actions and policies
will bolster the resilience of these communities.

In this work, we seek to understand community similarities through unsupervised clustering and longitudinal analyses
of these metrics. Our central research question is whether isolating different types of long-term vulnerabilities,
as we have done through the CVI, can help us understand how some communities build resilience to disaster
events like pandemics. We accomplish this goal by identifying which communities have similar underlying health,
socioeconomic, and infrastructure features and how those features impact each other over time. Additionally, by
observing the health and economic outcomes across similar communities over time, we can draw conclusions about
how health policy impacts these communities, and in particular how policy can contribute to or reduce inequities.

The rest of this article is organized in the following manner. The next section discusses the COVID-19 Community
Vulnerability Index metrics created by Community Insight and Impact. We then split the analyses of the CVI
metrics into two sections: the first discusses the unsupervised clustering analysis, and the second discusses the
longitudinal analysis. Each analysis section contains an overview, results, and discussion subsection. We close
with the implications of both analyses on public policy responses to pandemics and other community health and
economic shocks.

THE COVID COMMUNITY VULNERABILITY METRICS

We developed the Community Vulnerability Index (CVI) to quantitatively describe different different types of needs
and risks that communities may experience during the COVID-19 pandemic. The CVI encompasses three distinct
metrics: COVID-19 Case Severity (Severity), Risk of Economic Harm (Economic Harm), and Need for Mobile
Health Resources (Mobile Health). Each metric is a weighted combination of quantile-normalized variables; the
selection and weights of each variable is informed by an extensive review of relevant public health, social science,
and urban planning literature. We considered statistical correlation information (for instance, initial research during
the early pandemic measuring the relationships between co-morbidities and mortalities) as well as causal pathway
dependencies between different variables established in public health and social science research (for example,
research characterizing barriers to healthcare access as primary (absence of available care) or secondary/societal
(language obstacles)). Each metric is introduced below and a full description of the CVI development, as well as a
validation study, can be found in Thais et al. 2021.

Our dataset encompasses a large dossier spanning public health, socioeconomic, infrastructure, and outcome
information. Due to our commitment to providing accessible and interpretable results, we exclusively utilize public
data in this work. With non-proprietary data we have the opportunity to provide policy leader, community members,
and other stakeholders with the tools to allocate resources effectively. Consequently, in some cases public data
availability constrains our sources.

The Severity metric measures the risk of COVID-19 cases requiring hospitalization as a benchmark for prevalence
of severe COVID-19 complications in a county, and the variables and corresponding weights are shown in Table 1.
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As such, the number of COVID-19 hospitalizations would have been an ideal base variable for this metric; however,
a nationwide data set on hospitalizations was unavailable. Therefore, the statistic with greater availability, number
of COVID-19 cases (‘Covid Cases’), was used instead. In addition to the base indicator, we include the county
prevalence of comorbidities found to be associated with general COVID-19 hospitalizations according to pre-print
and peer-reviewed articles from the early stages of the pandemic: March 2020 to June 2020. Specifically, these
comorbidities that are strongly associated with COVID-19 hospital admission, ICU admission, and in-hospital death
include diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease, and hypertension (Lodigiani et al. 2020; Al-Sabah et al. 2020;
Yang et al. 2020a; Richardson et al. 2020); these indicators are given the highest weight in the metric. Respiratory
conditions were more weakly associated with severe COVID-19 outcomes; therefore Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD) and ‘% Smokers’ (Collaborative et al. 2020) are included with lower weights. Finally, ‘% Adults
65 and Older’ in a county is an effect modifier for all indicators in the metric. Elderly age increased the both the
prevalence of comorbidities and the association of those comorbidities with severe COVID-19 outcomes (Zhou et al.
2020).

The Economic Harm metric measures a county’s risk of severe, negative economic impact due to COVID-19, and
the variables and corresponding weights are shown in Table 2. The metric considers several traditional economic
development indicators: poverty, income, educational attainment, and unemployment. The indicators ‘% Below
Poverty’ and ‘Median Household Income’ capture low-income communities’ pre-existing economic needs that
may make them less resilent to economic instability (Drobniak 2012). ‘% No College Degree’ was chosen as
a measure for educational attainment because college graduates tend to have higher job security that allows for
telecommuting. Unemployment is split into two indicators in order to best capture the complex behavior of job
losses amid the pandemic (Mikolai et al. 2020). ‘Unemployment Rate’ is inclusive of permanent job losers, job
leavers, and people that are temporarily laid-off while ‘% Not in Labor Force’, consists of marginally attached and
discouraged workers. ‘% Not in Labor Force’ is included in addition to the traditional unemployment measure in
order to capture information about those workers who have discontinued their job search or chosen to stay out of the
workforce during the pandemic (Bauer et al. 2020; Labor Statistics 2020). The metric also considers individuals
with precarious jobs, defined as non-standard or temporary employment, by including the ‘% Part-time’ and ‘%
Self-Employed’ indicators (Bartik et al. 2020). Ideally, shift, temporary, gig, and seasonal workers would also be
included, but nationwide datasets for these worker types were unavailable. Finally, the ‘% Jobs in Leisure and
Hospitality’ captures the job outlook for the hardest-hit industry during the pandemic (Forsythe et al. 2020).

The Mobile Health metric measures the community need for non-traditional healthcare delivery services including
physical mobile health clinics, virtual telehealth services, and remote technology that monitors patients’ wellness,
and the variables and corresponding weights are shown in Table 3. The need for mobile health services arises
when a county lacks traditional healthcare services, and mobile health services can provide a critical alternative.
Therefore, the variables of this metric describe obstacles blocking healthcare services. The first type of impediment
considered is physical isolation. The indicators ‘Primary Care Physicians Rate’ and ‘Number of Hospitals’ describe
a lack of healthcare infrastructure (Yu et al. 2017). ‘% Rural’ considers where residents would likely be distanced
from traditional healthcare services, and ‘% Households without a Car’ and ‘% Workers Commuting by Public
Transport’ determine the availability of transportation that could serve to mitigate this problem. In addition to
infrastructure access, access may be limited by administrative and cultural barriers. Those without health insurance
(‘% Without Health Insurance’) are less likely to seek healthcare services (Malone et al. 2020), while the variables
‘% Limited English Proficiency’ and ‘% Non-white’ capture those that are disadvantaged in finding linguistically
and culturally appropriate care, and as a result are also less likely to seek healthcare services (Yu et al. 2017).
Additionally, veterans (‘% Veterans in Civilian Adult Population’), individuals with disabilities (‘% People with
Disabilities), illegal drug users (‘Opioid Death Rate’), and the elderly (‘% Adults 65 and Older’) are groups that are
historically underserved in the US healthcare system (Malone et al. 2020). Finally, the metric includes the general
health status of a county as represented by ‘% Fair or Poor Health’.

UNSUPERVISED LEARNING FOR DETECTING COMMUNITY HEALTH PATTERNS

To understand similarities and differences between communities in terms of the indicators used to construct the core
metrics we carried out an unsupervised clustering analysis. We then studied whether or not similar communities
experience similar health and economic outcomes, explored why these differences may exist, and discuss what
implications they have for community resilience and disaster response.

Specifically, we applied the K-means clustering algorithm to the underlying variables of each metric (Lloyd 1982).
K-means clustering is a method of unsupervised learning that groups data records into k clusters, where k is specified
beforehand. The algorithm initializes the k clusters and assigns each data point to a cluster based on its distance
to the cluster centriod. It then iteratively recalculates cluster centroids as centers of all the points belonging to
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Variable Weight
Covid Cases 1

% Adults 65 and Older 4
% Diagnosed Diabetes 4
% Adults with Obesity 4

Heart Disease Death Rate 4
Hypertension Death Rate 4

COPD Mortality Rate 3
% Smokers 1

Table 1. Severity Variables and Weights

Variable Weight
% Below Poverty 1

Median Household Income 1
% No College Degree 1
Unemployment Rate 1
% Not in Labor Force 1

% Part-time 1
% Self-Employed 1

% Jobs in Leisure and Hospitality 1

Table 2. Economic Harm Variables and Weights

Variable Weight
Number of Hospitals -3

Primary Care Physicians Rate -3
% Rural 3

% Workers Commuting by Public Transport 2
% Households without a Car 2
% Without Health Insurance 2

% Adults 65 and Older 2
% Limited English Proficiency 2

% People with Disabilities 2
% Veterans in Civilian Adult Population 1

% Non-white 1
Opioid Death Rate 1

% Fair or Poor Health 1

Table 3. Mobile Health Variables and Weights

the cluster and reassigns data points based on their updated distances to the new centroids. Clustering concludes
when the cluster centers converge. Following quantile normalization of the features, we applied the Elbow Method
to identify the optimal number of clusters. The Elbow Method determines the optimal number of clusters in a
dataset. After plotting the explained variation of the data as a function of the number of clusters, we select the
number of clusters where the curve displays an "elbow" shape. This point optimizes the greatest explanation of
variance while reducing the diminishing returns associated with adding clusters. We validated this optimal cluster
selection by studying the Silhouette Scores associated with each cluster count. The Silhouette Score, which can
also be used to select the optimal number of clusters, measures how similar each data point is to its cluster versus to
other clusters on average. Higher values indicate that the data point is well matched to its cluster. For Severity we
form 3 community clusters and for Economic Harm and Mobile Health we form 4.
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Results

For each metric, we visualize the distributions of variables by cluster. Additionally, in order to understand the impact
of community health and socio-economic characteristics on outcomes of interest, we selected a proxy outcome for
each metric. The choice of proxy metrics were informed by our previous validation studies Thais et al. 2021 and
the original intention of the metric; for Severity, we select the cumulative hospitalization rate due to COVID-19
measured from March 2020 - April 2021, for Economic Harm we select cumulative initial unemployment claims
between January and November 2020 per 100 people in the 2019 labor force, and for Mobile Health we select
the ratio of hospitals per 100,000 population. The hospitalization rates and unemployment claims data was not
available for every county. Whereas comprehensive data was needed in the construction of the metrics, the available
data was sufficient for further analysis by proxy metric. The proxy outcome for the Mobile Health metric is the
least related to the original intention of the metric, and thus, we include the distribution of deaths attributed to
COVID-19 across the Mobile Health metric clusters as an additional proxy.

The distribution of underlying variables and proxy outcomes vary substantially between clusters across all three
metrics.

Figure 1. Severity Plots: Variable Distributions by Cluster, Proxy Outcome, and Choropleth Map

Discussion

We note several informative trends from the clustering analysis. Figure 1 shows the cluster distributions for the
Severity metric. The proxy outcome distributions (COVID-19 attributed hospitalizations) are similar across all
three clusters with Clusters 1 and 2 having slightly larger right tails. This is interesting as Cluster 0 has the highest
COVID-19 case rates, indicating that prevalence of COVID-19 cases in a community is not the driving factor in
the rate of severe complications. Cluster 1 has high rates of COVID-19 comorbitidies (Yang et al. 2020a) along
with relatively high COVID rates. In contrast, Cluster 2 has much lower COVID rates but a substantially older
population with similar rates of COVID comorbidities. This supports conclusions from other work that age is a
critical modifier for COVID-19 case severity (in part because the prevalence and severity of comorbidities increase
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Figure 2. Economic Harm Plots: Variable Distributions by Cluster, Proxy Outcome, and Choropleth Map

with age) while the presence of comorbidities can be used to further refine health risks after accounting for age
(Atkins et al. 2020; Thais et al. 2021).

For Economic Harm, as shown in Figure 2, we find differences in the proxy outcome (unemployment claims)
based on underlying community factors. In particular, Clusters 1 and 2 have the highest rates of unemployment
claims while Cluster 0 has substantially fewer. Both Clusters 0 and 3 have high values of ‘Median Household
Income’, and corresponding low values of ‘% Below Poverty’. Additionally, Clusters 1 and 2 have higher rates
of precarious economic factors such as ‘% Part Time’, ‘Unemployment Rate’ (pre-covid), and ‘% Not In Labor
Force’. Values of ‘% Jobs in Leisure and Hospitality’ and ‘% Self Employed’ do not exhibit clear trends across
clusters and outcomes. Overall, this supports the conclusion that pre-pandemic local economy stability (low poverty
rates, high income, robust work force) is the most important factor in limiting the negative economic impacts of
COVID-19. Surprisingly, we also note that ‘% No College Degree’ is closely correlated with ‘Median Household
Income’ across all clusters; however, a more complex analysis of this trend is beyond the scope of this paper.

For Mobile Health, see 3, we first note that the clustering seems to be capturing different community types based on
the ‘% Rural’ values. In particular, Cluster 1 represents urban (non-rural) communities, Cluster 3 is primarily rural
communities, and Clusters 0 and 2 are mixed (likely more suburban). This is confirmed by a national choropleth
visualization of the cluster labels that shows Cluster 1 concentrated in California and the East Coast Atlantic corridor,
Cluster 3 concentrated in the Southeast, and Clusters 1 and 2 spread across the Northeast, Midwest, and West. Many
of the other variables exhibit expected correlations with these community types (i.e. higher values of ‘Opioid Death
Rate’ in rural communities (MC et al. 2019) or higher values of ‘% Workers Commuting by Public Transit’ in urban
areas) so we focus on comparisons between Clusters 0 and 2 and Clusters 1 and 3. Notably, Cluster 0 seems to
capture poorer suburban/medium rural communities due to lower values of ‘Primary Care Physician Rate’ and
higher values of ‘% Without Health Insurance’ and ‘% Limited English Proficiency’. Cluster 0 also has higher rates
of ‘% Fair or Poor Health’ and much higher COVID death rates. This indicates that poorer communities, which
often had reduced healthcare access pre-covid, were the most negatively affected by the pandemic. Urban areas
(Cluster 1) and rural areas (Cluster 3) have a similar number of hospitals per capita, but rural areas have higher
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Figure 3. Mobile Health Plots: Variable Distributions by Cluster, Proxy Outcomes (Hospitals/Capita left and
COVID-19 Deaths right), and Choropleth Map

death rates, perhaps due to increased difficulty accessing healthcare and lower rates of primary care. We also note
the bimodal shape of death rates in rural communities, which we discuss further in the “Implications for Public
Policy" section of the paper.

LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL HEALTH TRENDS

To further measure the validity of the three metrics to discover how the metrics and their composite variables
changed year-over-year, we undertook a study of the metrics across time. While the unsupervised learning analysis in
the previous section focuses on similarities between counties based on current values of the metrics, the longitudinal
analysis identifies whether counties can be considered similar based on the historical distribution of the same
metrics. The longitudinal analysis reviews historical data, and specifically panel data where the unit of observation
is county-year rates of health and socioeconomic factors, as the longer span of time enables us to identify patterns
in community clusters that may be less apparent in recent data. Understanding which clusters of communities have
historically been at greater risk for health and social inequalities and which demonstrate consistent characteristics
that might render their economies more vulnerable to shocks like a pandemic can help policymakers better target
public health and socioeconomic interventions.
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We repeated a two-step exploratory analysis for each of the core metrics: we analyzed variation within the composite
variables using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) testing and analyzed variation across the composite variables using
time-series sensitive k-means clustering. ANOVA refers to a collection of statistical models used to calculate
differences among groups of data. Additionally, we modeled the relationships between variables using correlation
and predictive power score (PPS) matrices. Predictive power score matrices show nonlinear one-way relationships
between variables and unlike pairwise correlation plots can capture asymmetric correlations. We restricted the time
span of the historical datasets to ensure no variables were missing for any year and omitted any COVID specific data
(‘Covid Cases’) as it only exists for 2020. The years included are 2010-2017 for Severity, 2010-2019 for Economic
Harm, and 2011-2018 for Mobile Health.

For the time-sensitive k-means clustering analysis using the historical datasets, we implemented a k-means algorithm
with soft-dynamic time warping (soft-DTW) as the distance metric. Unlike traditional k-means algorithms,
time-sensitive k-means algorithms use the similarity between time series to form clusters. Dynamic time warping
is a measure of similarity that temporally aligns multiple time series so that they can be compared on a similar
timescale. Unlike dynamic time warping, the soft-DTW algorithm is differentiable across all arguments, which
improves modelling performance (Cuturi and Blondel 2017). Finally, we analyzed COVID-19 cases and deaths
aggregated across the clusters for the time period January 2020 - April 2021. We perform this comparison to validate
that each clusters’ distribution of the three core metrics reflect COVID-19 direct impacts for those geographic areas.

Results

Across all the metrics, the within-variable analysis found group mean and median differences in the composite
metric variables were statistically significant below a p-value of 0.05 for all variables. Analyzing across-variable
relationships of each metric’s composite variables using the PPS matrix generally found that the cross-variable
predictive power of the indicators is low, indicating that, at least over the time period considered, shifts in individual
health or socioeconomic indicators typically do not immediately precipitate changes in others. Nonetheless, we
note a few significant trends. For Severity, ‘% With Diabetes’ and ‘Total Heart Disease Death Rate’ are relatively
predictive of other variables. For Economic Harm, ‘% Part Time’ employees is predictive of ‘% No College Degree’
and ‘% Not in Labor Force’ is predictive of ‘% Below Poverty’. Finally, for Mobile Health, ‘Opioid Death Rate’ and
‘% Limited English Proficiency’ are predictive of ‘% Rural’.

The time series clustering analysis revealed discernible geographic clusters within each core metric. Using the
elbow method, we determined that three clusters were optimal for Severity and Mobile Health and four clusters
were optimal for Economic Harm.

For Severity, the clusters are visualized in Figure 4. Cluster 2 contains the largest number of observations, and
Cluster 0 is the smallest. Cluster 1 has the highest mean percent of the population who smoke, are obese, and have
diabetes. Cluster 1 also has the highest rates of hypertension, total heart disease, and COPD. Cluster 2 ranks second
across all negative comorbidities, but the disparity in health factors is significant (Cluster 1 has on average 24% of
the population as smokers versus 19% in Cluster 2 and 16% in cluster 0). Clusters 1 and 2 each have the highest
percentages of residents above age 65. Cluster 1 experienced the highest median daily COVID-19 cases and deaths
across a 14-month period. Cluster 1 appears to be centered in the Southeastern United States, Cluster 2 is mostly
concentrated in the West, and Cluster 0 is mostly concentrated in the Mountain West and Northeast.

For Economic Harm, as shown in Figure 5, Clusters 2 and 3 contain the largest number of observations. Cluster 0
shows the highest average percentage of individuals living in poverty, second highest average rate of individuals with
no college degree (tying cluster 2 at 90%) and the lowest median unadjusted income at roughly $45,000. Cluster 1
has the highest average unemployment rate at 7% and the highest percent of individuals working in the hospitality
industry on average (at 11.3%). By comparison, Cluster 2 exhibits the lowest average unemployment rate (at 5%)
and the lowest percent of individuals working in the hospitality industry. Cluster 1 is concentrated in the Western
United States, Cluster 2 mostly represents the Midwest, and Cluster 3 is mostly concentrated in the Mid-Atlantic
and Northeast.

For Mobile Health (see Figure 6), Cluster 0 contains the largest number of county-year observations, and Clusters 1
and 2 are roughly the same size. Cluster 1 sees higher rates of opioid deaths, higher physician-to-patient ratios,
and far more individuals in poor health (average of 20% versus 17% for Cluster 0 and 13% for Cluster 2), without
health insurance (avg of 16%, versus 14% for cluster 0 and 11% for Cluster 2), and disabled (average of 19%, versus
16% for Cluster 0 and 12% for Cluster 2). Clusters 0 and 1 are nearly tied for average percent of veterans (at 10%).
Cluster 0 sees the most individuals on average who use public transit and who have limited English-speaking skills.
The Clusters are distributed relatively evenly across the United States, but Cluster 1, which exhibited the worst
historical outcomes, is concentrated in the Southeast. We also find that Cluster 1 also experienced the highest
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Figure 4. Severity Plots: PPS Matrix and Geographic Dispersion of Longitudinal Clusters

median daily case load across a 14-month period and the highest death rate when looking at the data aggregated
across all counties. These findings suggest that the historical patterns in the mobile health metric are picking up
areas of higher COVID-19 risk.

Discussion

Overall, we find that the PPS analysis revealed predictive patterns that reflect our understanding of how variables
in the three core metrics are related. For example, diabetes and heart disease are some of the most prevalent
comorbidities of COVID-19 (Yang et al. 2020b) and are commonly associated with other health conditions such as
smoking and obesity. We similarly found other expected patterns among the economic harm composite variables,
such as that having no college degree is predictive of part-time employment and that median income is predictive of
the percent of the population living under the poverty line. In the future, to identify stronger relationships between
the composite variables, it may be useful to review whether combinations of variables are more predictive than the
univariate comparisons.

Analyzing the longitudinal study alongside the unsupervised learning analysis reveals some similarities. The
longitudinal analysis for the Severity metric also finds higher median COVID-19 case rates in counties that also had
high historical rates of individuals over 65. Likewise, for Mobile Health, we find poor historical health outcomes
(including high percentages of the population with no health insurance and in poor health, rates of deaths caused
by opioid overdose, and high physician-patient ratios) and poor COVID-19 outcomes concentrated in one cluster
with primary concentration in the Southeast (an area of the country that tends to be more rural). The association
between historically poor chronic health indicators and high COVID-19 mortality is supported by (Daras et al.
2021). Overall, these results suggest that semi-rural communities distributed primarily in the Northwest, Rocky
Mountains, Texas, the Southeast and Appalachia, are some of the hardest hit areas with respect to the historical
trends in community vulnerability risk factors. High average community vulnerability risk factors over time also
appear to be correlated with higher COVID-19 case and death loads. However, specific community outcomes
depend on nuanced interactions of socioeconomic and health factors.
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Figure 5. Economic Harm Plots: PPS Matrix and Geographic Dispersion of Longitudinal Clusters

IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC POLICY

This analysis has direct implications for effective policy responses to COVID-19 and for general pandemic
preparedness across different communities. Although not all of the relationships we discovered are causal, by
contextualizing this work in the broader public health research landscape we can make suggestions for impactful
policy. For example, the study of the Severity metric confirms other research that age (65 and older) is the largest
risk factor for COVID-19 hospitalizations (Atkins et al. 2020). This implies that while general efforts to reduce case
counts would have some impact, focusing resources and preventative measures on the most vulnerable population
would be most effective. Thus, it is critical to have a flexible pandemic response strategy that incorporates scientific
analyses of on-going pandemic trends. Additionally, the longitudinal analysis revealed that prevalent comorbidities
for COVID-19 are historically predictive of other health risks; therefore, investing in improving overall community
health will likely reduce the risk of disproportionately severe impacts of future pandemics.

Our study of the Economic Harm metric showed that local economic stability in terms of secure job availability and
high average household income is critical for preventing negative economic impacts of pandemics. Investing in
the local economy is then one way that local governments and citizens can strengthen their resilience to global
catastrophes. The longitudinal analysis revealed a relationship between college education and reduction in job
precarity, and so improving college preparedness and investing in local community college infrastructure are two
concrete actions that communities can take. Additionally, in communities with insufficient full-time employment
opportunities, investing in increased support for part-time workers, including compensation parity and control over
work schedules, could help strengthen the economic local infrastructure (Golden 2020).

Our study of the Mobile Health supports other work demonstrating that rural and poor communities were the
most impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic (Shah et al. 2020; Mueller et al. 2021). In particular, we found that
healthcare infrastructure in terms of numbers of hospitals and primary care providers per capita, and access to that
infrastructure is critical to mitigating the negative impacts of health crises. Similarly to the Severity metric study,
the longitudinal study of the Mobile Health metric revealed that many negative health behaviors and outcomes
are historically correlated and the prevalence of these factors substantially increases a community’s risk for
adverse health consequences during the COVID-19 pandemic. In the long-term, an investment in local healthcare
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Figure 6. Mobile Health Plots: PPS Matrix and Geographic Dispersion of Longitudinal Clusters

infrastructure will likely improve overall community health and provide a buffer to reduce the impacts of future
pandemics. Furthermore, because pandemics exacerbate existing health inequalities, mobile health resources and
pandemic specific public health resources should be preferentially allocated to rural and low-income communities.

By incorporating policy datasets like ‘COVID-19 State and County Policy Orders’ (Health & Human Services 2021),
we can study how individual policy mandates can lead to different outcomes in similar communities. Throughout
this analysis we recorded communities that have disparate outcomes for their cluster and county-year observations
with large percent changes for on-going policy study (specifically, we record counties where proxy outcomes,
COVID-19 case, hospitalization, death rates, or individual variable year shifts fall below the 10th or above the 90th
percentile). As a sample analysis, we studied the bimodal distribution of the COVID-19 Death rates in Mobile
Health Cluster 3. We found that significantly more counties with low death rates (below 500 per 100,000) enacted
county level mask mandates (16% vs 6.5%) and required closure of non-essential businesses (7.8% vs 5.5%).
Through similar analyses we can isolate the impacts of individual policies further characterize which types of policy
responses will be most effective in an individual community. In the future, plan to continue this line of research by
further investigating outliers across the different metric clusters and by extending this methodology to a historical
policy dataset that can be used to investigate policy changes that resulted in large year-over-year shifts in the metric
variables.

CONCLUSIONS

By utilizing quantitative community risk metrics and SDHs we are able to describe which communities are most at
risk of inequitable impacts from COVID-19 and describe the historical health, socioeconomic, and infrastructure
factors that contribute to this risk. Additionally, by combining these results with policy databases, we are able to
begin to characterize effective local policy interventions to reduce these inequities. In particular, this work highlights
that investing in local community stability in terms of core health, economic, and educational infrastructure is the
most effective way to increase community resilience and prepare for global crisis events. Furthermore, the analyses
presented in this work indicate that national infrastructure development efforts should focus on rural and poor
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communities, particularly in the Northwest, Rocky Mountains, Texas, the Southeast, and Appalachia. Additionally,
our metrics can be utilized by policy makers, community leaders, and mutual aid efforts to guide how to most
effectively focus development resources based on local current and historical health and socioeconomic factors.

Overall, this work highlights that pandemics and other health disasters require multifaceted, proactive, and sustained
policy responses that address more than just the individual health event.
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